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OUR VISION
That New Zealanders are supplied with a safe, reliable, efficient and economic ambulance service.

OUR PURPOSE
Is to represent the collective interests and advocate on behalf of the
ambulance sector for the provision of safe, reliable and efficient
ambulance services.

OUR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
In order to achieve this purpose Ambulance New Zealand
has identified the following goals:
1.

We will add value to member services and
organisations.

2.

We will focus on assisting the ambulance
sector in improving patient outcomes.

These goals are achieved through the implementation
of the following objectives:
1.1

To facilitate and promote the development of
a national strategy for ambulance service
provision that has the support of all stakeholders.

1.2

To provide a forum for members to develop a
coherent voice on relevant sector issues.

1.3

To coordinate ambulance sector representation in
matters relating to the provision of ambulance services.

2.1

To facilitate the development and promulgation of best
practice through the development, implementation, monitoring
and accreditation to standards and guidelines.

2.2

To facilitate coordination and collaboration between members to
achieve shared objectives.

2.3

To collaborate with other relevant regional and international recognised bodies to advance the
interests of the ambulance sector.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

The challenging times continue
Ambulance services are facing significant challenges, notably in the increasing demand for
health and social care; an ageing population who have a diverse range of needs; higher
public expectations; increasing costs of technology; and a challenging financial position. In
addition, the sector is faced with the constant message from funders to find efficiencies and
do more for the same level of funding. There is no respite in sight.

So what can Ambulance New Zealand do to ease these challenging times the sector is
facing?

As the independent membership body for the Ambulance Sector (road, air, emergency and
non-emergency, civilian and Defence) in New Zealand we need to also re-focus our activities
to better meet members needs, contribute to their efficiency gains and not add unnecessary
additional financial demands.

In reviewing our role and clarifying our aims we believe the future role of Ambulance New
Zealand requires us to:


raise the profile of ambulance services and to assist members to achieve
greater integration with the wider health system, particularly DHBs,



provide members with a body that can assist them in the implementation of a
nationally agreed strategy,



provide members and other stakeholders with a central resource of
information about ambulance services,



where necessary, act as the independent interface between members and
other stakeholders,



assist members to share their knowledge and skills to better meet the
emerging challenges and opportunities facing all ambulance services, and



encourage more efficient use of ambulance service resources through closer
working relationships (for example national procurement initiatives).
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So what might this change of focus look like to members?


Contribute to national work programmes where we can add value.



Network with key stakeholders such as NASO, The National Health Board,
Ministerial Committees, Health Workforce NZ, the Safety and Quality
Commission to raise the profile of ambulance services.



Communicate the changing role of ambulance services to the wider health
sector, the media and the public.



Use our networks to support members to work more closely with DHBs and
primary care providers.



Provide a forum for members to share examples of good practice and
efficiency gains.



Use our independent role to ensure the voice of the ambulance service is
heard more clearly.



Facilitate input from members in response to submission and feedback
requests.



Provide a clearing-house for enquiries about the ambulance service from
stakeholders, including politicians, the Ministry of Health, ACC, other
emergency services, international colleagues, the general public and media.

Undoubtedly, 2013 will be a year of change and it is my intention that Ambulance New
Zealand continues to add value to the sector by being responsive to our member’s needs.
We also look forward to seeking opportunities to address the financial barriers currently
limiting progress and support the ambulance sector in New Zealand to fully transition to a
modern world class service.

David Swallow
Chairman
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT

More than a patient transport service
Ambulance services are seeing more people faster, and offering better quality care than ever
before. It is understandable that ambulance services are known for how quickly they respond
to emergency calls.

However, it is now recognised that ensuring the right clinical skills,

knowledge and experience relative to the patient’s condition, is more likely to improve patient
outcomes and recovery than speed of transport alone.

Modern ambulance services are so much more than a transport service that simply takes
patients from A to B. They have moved from a service which transports patients for treatment to
one that now brings high quality care to the patient, and provides high quality treatment and
where possible referral options, thus ensuring patients are only transported to hospital when
this is the best clinical option.

The opportunities facing the Ambulance Sector
There are a number of service development opportunities being explored by the ambulance
sector. These include:



Utilisation of the ambulance sector workforce in extended and different roles,



Improving access to healthcare services in rural and remote areas,



Providing a greater primary care contribution,



Reducing admissions to Emergency Departments (ED),



Supporting rural hospitals in the management of acute patients,



Supporting remote GP practices,



Contributing to a wide range of Government health strategies, e.g. reducing ED waiting
times in public hospitals, and



Identifying savings from reduced duplication and economies of scale.
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The barriers the sector face
There are many opportunities for positive change but these cannot progress without the
backing of funders and policy makers. Barriers currently include:



Partial funding of ambulance service provision



District Health Boards (DHBs) purchase inter-hospital transfers (emergency and nonemergency) in an ad-hoc manner and without national coordination,



Funders fail to fully recognise the financial impact of the year-on-year growth in
demand for service from the public (equivalent to all other jurisdictions in the world)
of approximately 6% – 8%pa, and



Funders support initiatives which are not always in alignment with the prioritisation of
projects the sector have identified as necessary for improvement and increased
efficiency.

The way forward
The Ambulance Sector Strategy which has been in place for several years has not yet
significantly addressed the key issue faced by the sector — an unsustainable funding
model.

That said, it is encouraging to see the leadership within the National Ambulance

Sector Office (NASO) actively engaging with the ambulance sector to find solutions to this
long standing issue. Although we do not expect to see a fully sustainable funding model in
place in 2013, it is our hope that funders better recognise the significant contribution the
ambulance sector make to the wider health sector for 1% of the total health spend made
annually by Government.

David Waters
Chief Executive
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PROGRESS ON ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES

Objective 1.1

To facilitate and promote the development of a national strategy

for ambulance service provision that has the support of all stakeholders.
During 2012 the sector saw some aspects of the New Zealand Ambulance
Service Strategy implemented. Although the priorities did not perfectly match
the sector’s view, the 10 initiatives have provided an excellent platform for the
future. Of ongoing concern is the level of commitment the Crown will invest in
the implementation and funding of the strategy in light of the current global
recession. Ambulance New Zealand will facilitate the sector in engaging with
NASO to ensure future prioritisation is based on informed feedback and the
implementation of the strategy continues in a sensible manner.

Objective 1.2

To provide a forum for members to develop a coherent voice on

relevant sector issues.
Ambulance New Zealand, in response to the sector, has strengthened the
number and range of opportunities for the sector to discuss and develop a
coherent voice on sector issues. During 2012 the Standing Committees that
report to the Trustees enjoyed active and challenging workloads. This
included the Education and Training Committee, which continued
overseeing the education requirements of the sector and the Standards and
Accreditation Committee which for the first time could report that all services
were accredited to the relevant ambulance Standards. The activities and
results of these Committees are reported on more fully later in this report.
A number of other Committees responding to the needs of the sector
continued meeting to progress specific work plans.

Objective 1.3

To coordinate ambulance sector representation in key matters

relating to the provision of ambulance services.
Ambulance New Zealand facilitated representation on a wide range of projects
and developments by many representatives from member services, or by the
Chief Executive, where appropriate. This has ensured that the needs and
requirements of the ambulance sector are considered and included from the
outset, instead of as an afterthought. A comprehensive list of representation
activity is included later in this report.
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PROGRESS ON ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES

Objective 2.1

To facilitate the development and promulgation of best practice in

ambulance service provision through the development, implementation
and monitoring of accreditation to standards and guidelines.
During 2012 work continued on the review of the Air Ambulance/Air Search
and Rescue Standard which is expected to be re-published in 2013 after
extensive consultation. The Standard has become the basis for both
contracting and the provision of air ambulance services throughout New
Zealand since its introduction. The Standard will also be the base line for the
Ambulance New Zealand Accreditation Framework for air member services.

Objective 2.2

To facilitate coordination and collaboration between members to

achieve shared objectives.
Ambulance New Zealand facilitated a number of activities with the aim of
bringing the members together to discuss and provide feedback on issues
of national and collaborative importance. Examples of these included:


Ambulance sector responses to NASO, Civil Aviation Authority (CAA),
Ministry of Transport/Land Transport NZ (MoT/LTNZ)

Objective 2.3



Electronic patient records or ePRF planning



Digital communications and convergence planning



Air sector collaboration and standard setting

To collaborate with other relevant regional and international

recognised bodies to advance the interests of the ambulance sector.
Ambulance New Zealand continues to have good links with Australian
ambulance services through our participation in the Council of Ambulance
Authorities Inc (CAA).
 The CAA continued to provide a forum for the development and sharing of
best practice within the ambulance industry.
 The CAA provided an avenue to benchmark against other ambulance
services through the collection of data.
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MEMBERSHIP DURING 2012

A full list of Ambulance New Zealand member services follow:



St John



Wellington Free Ambulance (WFA)



Life Flight Trust



Philips Search and Rescue Trust



Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust



Garden City Helicopters



Otago Rescue Helicopter Trust



Air Gisborne



Air Manawatu



Air Wanganui



Eastland Helicopter Rescue Trust



Hawkes Bay Helicopter Rescue Trust



Lakes District Air Rescue Trust



Northland Emergency Services Trust



Skyline Aviation



Taranaki Rescue Helicopter Trust



Medical Rescue



MedicAlert Foundation NZ Inc.
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STANDING COMMITTEE ACTIVITY

EDUCATION AND TRAINING COMMITTEE
The Education and Training Committee focused on advancing the following key objectives
during 2012. Activities included:


Developing the role of the Committee to advocate on behalf of the whole sector on
strategic issues relating to education and training;



Ensuring that the Industry Training Organisation (The Skills Organisation) takes a
specific interest in the ambulance sector and where possible adds value by supporting
initiatives;



Contributing to the development of a National Education Competency Framework;



Reviewing the process of assessing the qualifications of overseas paramedics;



Gaining a better understanding of the current education needs and ensuring
qualification development is fit for purpose; and



Reviewing the continuum for ambulance education, and pursuing professional
registration.

STANDARDS AND ACCREDITATION COMMITTEE
The Committee workplan focused on advancing the following key activities:


Encouraging the adoption of NZS 8156: 2008,



Overseeing the circulation of AMPLANZ,



Overseeing the implementation and review of the Air Ambulance/Air Search and
Rescue Standard,



Facilitating sector discussions to ensure greater national alignment between
communication and operational standards, and



Monitoring sector compliance with Standards.

NATIONAL CLINICAL LEADERSHIP GROUP
The Committee workplan focused on advancing the following key activities:


Providing a national forum for clinical consistency and excellence that provides one
source of clinical advice to the Ambulance Sector and on behalf of the Ambulance
Sector,



Adopting a risk-management approach for all deliberations, ensuring the risk and
benefits, costs and practical implications are factored in,



Monitoring clinical performance and clinical audit processes (including clinical adverse
incidents), identifying trends and issues, ensuring that a feedback link exists with
operations, education and communications, and



Providing oversight on ambulance personnel educational content to ensure that what is
taught reflects current best practice and meets the needs of both paid and voluntary
staff.
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AIR SECTOR COMMITTEE
The Air Sector Committee met during 2012. Key activities included:


Liaison with the Civil Aviation Authority in regard to CAA rule changes and
interpretations,



Liaison with NASO in regard to air contracting, performance and associated matters,



Liaison with the Aviation Industry Association, and



Overseeing the development and review of the Air Ambulance Standard.

RADIO BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
The Radio Board of Management (BOM) activities included:


Leading a project to plan the transition from the existing analogue environment to an
‘All of Government’ digital radio network over the next five years,



Reviewing of the serviceability of the current network,



Monitoring and responding to changes to Government mobile radio regulation or
planning,



Reviewing network failures,



Reporting to the sector on the fault, and steps to minimise a recurrence, and



Liaising with TeamTalk on the annual testing programme.

David Waters
Chief Executive
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SECTOR REPRESENTATION ON KEY COMMITTEES
Health and Emergency Sector Committees with Representation from the
Ambulance New Zealand


Search and Rescue (SAR) Consultative Committee



Chemical, Biological, Radio-active and Explosive (CBRE) Capability Review Group



AUT Bachelor of Health Science (Paramedic) Programme Advisory Group



Whitireia Polytechnic Bachelor of Health Science (Paramedic) Programme Advisory
Committee



Emergency Care Coordination Teams (ECCTs)



Emergency Telecommunications Services Steering Group (ETSSG)



Public Protection and Disaster Recovery Spectrum Working Group



Public Protection and Disaster Recovery Interoperability Standards Working Group



Public Safety Radio Frequency Management Group (PSRFMG)



The Skills Organisation Board



Health Information Standards Organisation (HISO) Expert Advisory Committee



AIA Air Ambulance/Air Rescue meetings



Trauma Studies Advisory Group (TSAG) Weltec



HISO Online Forms Server Standard Expert Advisory Committee



ACC National Trauma Data System Expert Advisory Committee
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NEW GRADUATES 2012
New Graduates
Qualification

2012

National Diploma in Ambulance Practice [NDAP]

192

Intermediate Life Support [ILS]

22

Advanced Life Support [ALS]

15

Bachelor of Health Science in Paramedicine (BHSc)

90

Overseas Qualification Appraisals
There were 120 qualification appraisal packs emailed to overseas applicants in 2012,
resulting in 4 individuals applying to Ambulance New Zealand for qualifications appraisal.

GOVERNANCE 2012
Trustees 2012
The Trustees of Ambulance New Zealand for 2012 were:







David Swallow—Chairman
Jaimes Wood
David Wickham
Ross Martin
Mel Smith
Peter Bradley

The Trustees met on six occasions throughout the year. (A = apology)
February

May

June

August

October

December

Mr David
Swallow













Mr Jaimes
Wood







Resigned

Mr David
Wickham









A



Mr Ross
Martin



A



A





Mr Mel
Smith













Elected



Trustee
Attendance

Mr Peter
Bradley
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2012
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The Board of Trustees and Management of Ambulance New Zealand acknowledge responsibility
for the preparation of the Statement of Accounts and the judgments made therein.
In the opinion of the Board of Trustees and Management of Ambulance New Zealand:
1.

The internal control procedures are considered to be sufficient to provide a reasonable
assurance as to the integrity and reliability of the Statement of Accounts; and

2.

The Statement of Accounts has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting practices and fairly reflects the financial position and operations of Ambulance
New Zealand for the year ending 31 December 2012.
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DIRECTORY
Office:
Level 7
86 – 96 Victoria Street
Wellington 6011
New Zealand
Contact:
Phone: 64 4 499 2621
Fax:

64 4 499 7223

Postal Address:
PO Box 714
Wellington 6140
New Zealand
Chief Executive:
David Waters
dwaters@ambnz.org.nz
Mobile 027 547 0334
Auditor:
BDO Audit Wellington
Level 1, Tower Building
50 Customhouse Quay
Wellington 6011
New Zealand
Accountant:
BDO Accounting Wellington
Level 1, Tower Building
50 Customhouse Quay
Wellington 6011
New Zealand
Insurer:
Crombie Lockwood (NZ ) Ltd
Level 5, 33 Enfield Street
Mt Eden
Auckland 1024
New Zealand
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Ambulance New Zealand
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